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TYPOLOGY OF MORPHOSYNTACTIC PARAMETERS 
 

Moscow, MSUH, December 5, 2011. 

 

English summaries 

 
Workshop I: Russian and general grammar. 

Chair: Anton Zimmerling 
             

             
      Yakov Testelets     Ekaterina Lyutikova       Elena Rudnitskaya 

   

Yakov G. Testelets 

Ellipsis in Russian: Theory and Description 

 

Elliptical phenomena in Russian can be subdivided into several constructions, each with its own 

rules. The descriptive task in the study of ellipsis is mostly accomplished: in Russian, the 

following types can be distinguished: N’-ellipsis, Stripping and Fragments, Gapping, Sluicing, 

Conjunct Periphery Ellipsis, and Comparative Deletion. Each of these reveals challenges to the 

current theories of ellipsis which are based mainly on the data of Germanic languages, and in the 

talk, several theoretical solutions are outlined. 
 
 

Ekaterina Lyutikova 

Two types of inversion in Russian noun phrases 

 

The paper deals with different kinds of inversion, i.e. change of the basic word order, in Russian 

noun phrase. Five types of inversion are considered – sortal inversion (šalfej muskatnyj ‘clary’), 

predicate inversion (On čelovek smelyj ‘He is a brave man’), noun-adjective inversion in Russian 

colloquial speech (Tam fotografii detej prikol’nyje ‘There are cool children’s pictures there’), 

approximative inversion (časa dva ‘approximately two hours’) and thematic inversion of the 

noun and elements of the left periphery of NP (Roditeli moi byli lyudi bednyje ‘My parents were 
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poor people’). These types of inversion differ as to their semantic contribution to the 

interpretation of the noun phrase, their syntactic properties (head movement vs. XP movement, 

availability of splits), discourse register, eventual interaction with the information structure of 

the whole sentence. The paper argues that the crucial characteristic which splits these types of 

inversion into two classes is the choice of the phrasal stress bearer: in the first class including 

sortal and approximative inversion the noun phrase gets stressed after the movement operation 

(šalfej MUSKATNYJ, časa DVA), whereas in the second class the noun phrase gets stressed before 

the movement (fotografii DETEJ prikol’nyje, RODITELI moi). As for the predicate inversion, the paper 

shows that the postposition of the adjective corresponds to an underlying syntactic structure 

where the predicative NP includes a predicative projection (small clause). In this structure, the 

phrasal stress bearer is the adjective (On [PredP čelovek SMELYJ]). The alternative word order 

results from the predicate raising which doesn’t affect the choice of the stress bearer (On [PredP 

SMELYJ čelovek]).  

Two kinds of explanation of the discussed phenomenon seem to be available. The first one relies 

on the distinction of the head movement and XP movement. Stress bearer changing operations 

(sortal and approximative inversion) have been shown in the literature to exhibit head 

movement properties, thus sortal and approximative phrases can be considered as complex 

heads where the very last component gets stressed, which also happens in other types of 

complex words (dvadcatipjatiSTRANIČNYJ ‘containing 25 pages’, dvesti sorok VOSEM’ ‘248’). Other 

types of inversion are arguably instances of the XP movement in which the moved XP is chosen 

as a stress bearer in its basic position but the spellout pronounces the higher copy of it.  

The more general explanation is to treat the two types of inversion as occurring at different 

levels of derivation. Stress bearer changing inversions take place in overt syntax, thus providing 

semantic effects and being relevant for syntactic properties of the resulting noun phrase. During 

spellout, the inverted NP gets stressed according to the general rule. Inversions that do not 

affect the choice of the stress bearer occur postsyntactically, after the phonological component 

has chosen the stress bearer in the non-inverted construction. This kind of movement is invisible 

for syntax and semantic components, and has no consequences for syntactic properties or 

interpretation of the inverted noun phrase. 

 

Elena Rudnitskaya 

Morphosyntax of the numeral expression with a classifier in Korean 

 
The paper considers various approaches to the formal analysis of 
quantitative constructions with classifiers in Korean.  We argue that 
syntactic and morphological properties of classifiers are nominal 
rather than adverbial or verbal. The constituent "Numeral + 
Classifier" is compared to floating quantifiers and to secondary 
predicates. We regard the following analysis as the most well-based: 
(1) to regard the classifier as an auxiliary noun, and (2) to analyze 
the whole quantitative construction as a complex DP that includes the 
NP-quantified noun, the numeral (modifying the classifier), and the 
classifier. This analysis allows us to account for varying word 
orders, and for varying case markings of NP-s in this DP. 
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Workshop II: Polypredicativity and raising constructions. 
Chair: Yakov Testelets 

 

  

            
   Peter Arkadiev          Natalia Serdobolskaya  

 

Peter Arkadiev 

Non-canonical argument marking in Lithuanian participle clauses: typology and diachrony 

 

The presentation focuses upon the Lithuanian complement and adjunct clauses headed by 

participles. The subject of such constructions, when referentially disjoint from the nominative 

subject of the matrix clause, is marked accusative (in participial complements) and dative (in 

participial adjuncts). The Lithuanian constructions are compared to the analogous structures in 

the languages of the East Baltic area, as well as in some Indo-European and non-Indo-European 

languages. It is shown that the Lithuanian participial complements and adjuncts possess a cross-

linguistically non-trivial combination of morphosyntactic properties. From a diachronic 

perspective, it is argued that the participial clauses of modern Lithuanian have arisen through a 

number of historical changes operating at different linguistic levels largely independently of each 

other and having lead to a high degree of morphosyntactic convergence of originally fairly 

different syntactic structures. 

 

Natalia Serdobolskaya 

Raising vs. clause union: syntactic criteria for diagnosing two types of constructions 

 

Raising is defined as a subordinate construction where an argument of the dependent clause 

receives case-marking from the main verb (as in Eng. example I believe him to be stubborn). The 

term “clause union” refers to constructions where the main and the dependent verb share one 

set of grammatical relations (Noonan 1985), or constructions where the main and dependent 

verb represent a periphrastic form. 
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By “classical” raising a sole argument is usually raised to the main clause, while the rest of the 

dependent clause preserves its clausal properties and the clausal boundary. However, for English 

it has been argued that by raising the clausal boundary is weakened (cf. Postal 1974). I show that 

in non-related languages raising is only possible from dependent clauses with weakened clause 

boundary (however, preserving a clause structure). For example, in Estonian the subject of 

perception verbs is raised to the main clause. I show that this type of constructions demonstrate 

clause union properties (the binding of the reflexives etc.). In Dargwa languages the absolutive 

argument of the dependent verb by phasal and modal verbs is raised to the main clause with a 

weakened clausal boundary (e.g. it is possible to relativize an argument of the dependent verb). 

According to preliminary data, the long-distance agreement constructions in Kashmiri arise due 

to raising from clauses with clause union properties. 

 

Basing on the presented analysis it can be concluded that the distinction between raising proper 

and clause union proper is not always possible to be made. In a number of languages 

constructions are observed that arise due to raising from clauses with a weakened clausal 

boundary. 
 
 

Workshop III: Typology of relative clauses. 
Chair: Leonid Iomdin 

 
 

                               

       Yuri Lander    Dmitry Gerasimov 
 

Yury Lander 

The parameter of the degree of integration of the semantic head in relatives 

 

This talk develops the ideas of Fred Landman and Alex Grosu concerning the distinction 

between externally-headed relatives and internally-headed relatives. The distinction between 

these two types of relative constructions is argued to be not perfect, for some languages 

display constructions with the semantic heads showing properties of both internal heads and 

external heads. The degree of the integration of the semantic head and the relative may further 
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correlate with the function of the construction, in particular with its role in 

establishing/restricting the reference of the matrix nominal. 
 
 

Dmitry  V. Gerasimov 

Argument encoding in Paraguayan Guarani ditransitives: A typological 

perspective 

 

Tupí-Guaraní languages are well known for their distinctive person indexing system in canonical 

transitive clauses, which is dependent on person hierarchy. However, three-participant 

constructions in these languages have never, to my knowledge, been subject of a special study. 

The present work is dedicated to ‘give’-type ditransitives of Paraguayan Guaraní, which 

manifest an uncommon type of mixed alignment, namely combination of secundative flagging 

with indirective indexing. I further attempt to show that this particular mismatch can easily be 

explained in functional terms. In addition, the Paraguayan Guaraní data call for certain 

reconsideration of the commonly assumed analysis of ditransitives in languages exhibiting 

Differential Object Marking. 
 
 

Workshop IV: Problems of clitic typology in synchrony and diachrony. 
Chair: Peter Arkadiev. 

 

         
                         

Anton Zimmerling  Andrei Sideltsev       Oleg Belyaev  

 

Аnton Zimmerling 

Typology of languages with clitic clusters 

 

The paper offers a typological classification of world’s languages with clitic clusters. Syntactic 

clitics are defined as syntactically deficient elements (heads or left-branching elements) taking 

positions that are specific for clitics and non-available for non-clitic elements represented by 

maximal projections. A clitic cluster is a complex syntactic object of the type abc..n, where the 

linear order in each pair like ab, cd is fixed; permutations of clusterizing elements is impossible 
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when they assume a contact position. Clitics conforming to this definitions are labeled 

‘clusterizing clitics’. Clusterization of clitics is possible in a given syntactic positions and 

impossible elsewhere. In a subclass of world’s languages clusterization is linked with the type of 

syntactic domain: in Slavic languages and in Ossete, only clause-level clitics clusterize, but 

phrase-level clitics(NP/DP-level clitics) do not. 

I am claiming that all previously described world’s languages fall into four types, tagged in the 

paper as W-systems, W+-systems, W*-systems and V-systems. World’s languages with clitic 

languages in the clause-initial resp. clause-final positions are not attested, though languages 

with non-clusterizing clause-initial and clause-final clitics exist.  In W-systems, clitic clusters in 

sentences with the base word order are placed after the first constituent or the first phonetic 

word of the first constituent, clitics cluster and verbal forms may be non-adjacent. In W+-systems 

(i.e. expanded W-systems) clitic clusters and verbal forms assume adjacent positions, whereby 

clitic clusters have a fixed position respective the left edge of the syntactic structure. In W*-

systems (i.e. degraded W-systems) clusterization and fixed position of a cluster is not a dominant 

principle of sentence linearization; other strategies of clitic placement remain possible.  In V- 

systems место глагола в предложении не фиксировано, а перемещения клитик ограничены 

рамками глагольной группы. 3 From the 4 types - W-systems, W+-systems and V-systems are 

diachronically stable, while W*-systems show a transition stage of a word order system. The 

prerequisite of the outlined analysis is the distinction between base word orders with clitic 

clusters and derived word orders generated by the so called Barrier Rules: with the so called 

blind Barriers, the entire cluster in W-systems and W+-systems ends up to the right from its 

canonical position, where the clusterization takes place. With the so called selective Barriers, 

splitting of cluster takes place, whereby one part of the clusterizing clitics in W-systems and W+-

systems remains in the clusterizatin position and another part ends up to right from it.  

 

Andrej V. Sideltsev 

Towards the diachronic typology of clitic doubling: Hittite data 

 

The talk deals with the diachronic typology of clitic doubling. It was suggested by T.Givón that 

clitic doubling evolves out of left or right dislocations. The change from dislocations to clitic 

doubling consists in word order demarking. T.Givón correlated this change with functional 

redundancy of former dislocations employed in the established topic function.    

I demonstrate that this approach oversimplifies the real picture at least for Hittite. As predicted 

by T.Givón's scenario, left dislocations are the only likely source of Hittite clitic doubling. 

However, in Hittite clitic doubling does not normally code established topic. It either codes shift 

topic or inferable topic or some specialized types of established topic like discourse status 

change. So word order de-marking cannot result from left dislocations coming to code 

established topic and becoming functionally redundant. I rather suggest that word order de-

marking should be correlated with left dislocations coming to code more accessible topics than is 

standard for left dislocations. This is clearly seen in the functional sphere common for both clitic 

doubling and left dislocations – accessible topic and shift topic where clitic doubling codes more 

accessible topics than left dislocations. 
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Oleg Belyaev 

Clitic climbing from subordinate clauses in Ossetic 

 

In this presentation, clitic climbing in Ossetic has been examined. This phenomenon, which had 

earlier been described in detail for such languages as Italian and Czech, consists in a clitic which 

is semantically an argument of the subordinate clause being linearly positioned in the main 

clause. In Ossetic, clitic climbing is observed for second position pronominal enclitics. Ossetic is 

typologically unique in that clitic climbing is possible not only from infinitival complement 

clauses, but also from adverbial clauses headed by converbs. If the subordinate clause is 

headed by an infinitive which carries an overt case marker, clitic climbing is not only possible, 

but obligatory. Modern transformational syntactic theories do not generally allow movement 

out of adjuncts; therefore, the fact that clitic climbing from converbal clauses is possible in 

Ossetic is a strong argument for a non-transformational analysis of this phenomenon. 

 

Additionally, a remarkable feature of clitic placement in Ossetic is that, aside from full-fledged 

clitic climbing, so-called "weak" clitic climbing is also observed. In this configuration, the clitic is 

not found in a second position neither in the subordinate nor in the main clause; it is placed 

"between" the two clauses, attaching to the nearest word to the left of the subordinate clause. 

During the presentation, it has been demonstrated that, unlike full-fledged clitic climbing, such 

"weak" climbing allows the raised clitic to carry the same case as a local argument of the main 

clause. This demonstrates that in "weak" clitic climbing, the clitic syntactically belongs to the 

subordinate clause, and its position is explained by it being on the left periphery and attaching 

to the nearest word to the left of it. 
 


